REDEFINING EDUCATION

For today’s students and educators, hybrid learning presents both new challenges and unique opportunities. The hybrid learning model combines classroom learning and remote learning. Teachers and students need to be adaptable and flexible with high quality and easy to use audio and video devices. Poly has your back with affordable, scalable video and audio solutions for this new model that will allow educators to build technology-enhanced classrooms that can serve both in-person attendees and remote attendees.

AUDIO AND VIDEO SOLUTIONS

POLY STUDIO P5 AND POLY STUDIO P5 KITS

One of the hardest parts of teaching is keeping students engaged. This is even more true now when it comes to remote learning. Integrated cameras and speakers on computers or laptops provide poor audio and video quality making it that much harder to focus.

The Poly Studio P5 professional webcam is the perfect choice for students and educators who want to have a technical difficulty free experience, and look good doing so. The Poly Studio P5 kits are the best of both worlds for students and teachers who want to pair their professional webcam with a Poly headset or smart speakerphone.

For audio, a comfortable, noise-canceling Poly headset is ideal when you are teaching or learning from home and possibly sharing space with others. Poly offers a full line of wired Blackwire, wireless Voyager, mono, and stereo headsets to provide the greatest flexibility and comfort.

As another audio option, the Poly Sync 20 personal, USB/Bluetooth smart speakerphone lets you sound your best wherever you’re teaching or learning. Beyond calls, everything you listen to sounds amazing too—think video, podcasts, and music.
POLY STUDIO

Educators who are teaching students from their homes want the freedom to move around just like they do in the classroom. But when they are using cameras on PCs and laptops, getting up and pointing to something on a board or a makeshift chalkboard takes them out of frame and their audio quickly degrades as well.

The Poly Studio video bar solves this problem by delivering powerful audio and incredibly sharp video through a single USB cable. Teachers can use any video platform of their choosing, from Zoom to Google to Skype to Microsoft Teams, and the Poly Studio presenter mode tracking feature lets the camera follow naturally, from a sitting position, to walking about, to anywhere in-between.

POLY STUDIO P15

This personal video bar packs a punch with incredible audio and video quality. Participants can see everyone on the call as if they were in the room. The Poly Studio P15 video bar provides exceptional optics, powerful audio, automatic camera framing, and cutting-edge noise blocking tech to give you freedom to move and command the conversation.

POLY GRANT ASSISTANCE

Poly assists in every aspect of proposal preparation, funding selection, and submission of grant applications. Let us help you find funding to implement radically simple, production quality voice, video, and data communications solutions for your teachers and students.

LEARN MORE

For additional information on solutions for education and grants, please visit

www.poly.com/education